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ABSTRACT

In t h i s p r e s e n t a t i o n «s e i J e n t i =; 1 iy -it tercet to throw l i g h t on SO.TIS

p-otlen. a r e i s co.'iCerriir.g tr.e var ious op t i ca l p roper t i e s of amorphous- s i l i " n .

The problems seem to eoerge fro a the c lbss io=l Ei3ihod = employed to determine

the op t i ca l properties:, l i ke the opxical gap, urcf-sh t a i l par?.-.eter and other

•related c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . Addit ional problems -ave es.er.jed in recent years by

v i r tue oi1 many a t tempts to genera l ize the property-behaviour r e l a t i o n s h i p s

for amorphous s i l i c o n without a t t r i b u t i n g any importance t c the method of

preparat ion of the filff.s. I t should he noted here thut although miny anthers

bel ieve disorder to be the c o n t r o l l i n g pa raae te r , we are of the opinion tn=t

at l e a s t for fi lms containing f a i r l y large concentra t ions of hydrogen, the

hydrogen concentra t ion has an equal ly important ro le to play. The present

study has teen c a r r i e d out for fi lms prepared by glow-discharge and chemical

vapour deposition*

INT'BCDUCTIOS

The Localised states in the energy gap of amorphous semiconductors have

•"jjen theoretically seen to be the result of potential fluctuation caused by

disorder " {l-3). The tailing of the density of states in anorphous silicon

:H new attributed to disorder - topologieal and structural disorder{4). In

hie detailed studies of the properties of glow discharge deposited amorphous

SBi-ranium and silicon, Chittiok(5) reports that at room t»mperatuxe(300K),

eloctrical conduction is achieved by thermally activated hopping in a band

of acceptor states. The conduction beconea intrinsic at higher temperatures

when carriers got excited beyond the localised atatcc into the high mobility

region.

I t ia vell-knowi that the glow discharge deposition technique provides

n o n - c r y s t a l l i n e f i lms which are e s s e n t i a l l y contamination f r e e . Further,

although the hydrogen content in amorphous s i l i c o n films prepare* by glow

discharge technique decreases with increase in deposition temperature, i t

always remains higher than in obemically vapour deposited f i l m s . I t i s

generally believed tha-t at l eas t a qualitat ive comparison of the resu l t s

concerning the properties of the fi lj is prepared by various techniques should

be poss ib l e , "ere, va attempt such a study. Thie etudy has been inspired

by the recent work of Cody{6), Cunstan(7), Suni-Toyozawa(6), Klazes e t . a l . ( 9 )

and Bahl-Bhagat(lO).

TflEOHT, ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION

I,i general, for many crys ta l l ine and amorphous soaiconductors, i t ia v e i l

known that the absorption coeff ic ient aO varies as

(ir)/s6) U)

I")

where S^ r&preeente an energy characterizing the distribution of electronic stateB

ia band-like regions while EQ is characteristic of such a distribution in ta i l

like region, hV is the photon energy and n is the index of refraction.

Erpressicffi ( i) which is the wall Joiown result of tfrbach"(ll) has been seen to be

valid for amorphous semiconductors In the range 1< oC<10* cm (12).
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At values of C\ higher than 10 cm expression (ii) is utilized ^o

determine the so called optical gap. There have "been various interpretations

for the Urbaeh tail parameter E^ (13-16). Expression (i) Bay "be written

as (6),

cL (E,T) -<„ eip[(S-Ex)/E0(T,xJ j (iii)

where, according to Cody e t . a l . (6), °Ca -1.5ilO6 cm"1, E, = 2.2 eV

correeponding ;to the data for ZilO cm" <o(< 5x10 cm"1 with B (T,X)

being the width of tha exponential tai l tod X iB a parameter describing

structural disorder. Note that unlike earlier conclusions (14), the

temperature dependence of Bo cannot be neglected "by virtus of the exponential

nature of. tha absorption coefficient . At values of oi. ? 104 cm"-1-, o(, varies

E) £ (E-E f (IT)

vhere n has • teen found to lie between 1< n < 3. Such a variation of n

is essentially due to deviations of the density of Btates function g(E) from

the free-electron gas "behaviour. Expression (iv) is slightly differect from

the classical Tauc formula (17)

(OdE) « (E-Eo)
2 . (v)

Conventionally, what one does is to plot (o( s )* as a function of the energy

for 0t > 10^ cm" and then extrapolate the curve to o£ - 0. Tbe corresponding

value of the energy is the 'optical gap1 Bc of the material. In tbe wake of

the absence of any alternative method to define the gap EQ , such a method

as ia generally used (eipr.v) seems to be qualitatively understandable but

atleast not quantitatively. For example, one can plot (O£E)= and (otE)1 '^

versus energy to obtain different values of the gap BG . In the process, i t

may even be difficult to differentiate between the.beat poBBible f i t to

experimental data. The question is what exactly is the aeaning of the numbers

that one obtains with such plots? Thia may refleot on the deviation from

the parabolic nature of the bands.

We consider here two Bete, of eampleB - five of then have been prepared by

glow-discharge while two of them are CTO samples. One of the glov-discharge

prepared samples has been doped with boron and one of ihm CVH aamples has been

poet-hydrogehated. For deteile concerning the preparation of tbe films and

the measurements, reference is made to our earlier reported studies (18,19).

Tb.« samples were typioally one micron thick and al l the measurements have been

made at roo« temperature (Ta • 300K) .

: . 1 ::.• d ?., we plot (of. 3)* and (oi SiV^ verBUS E respectively, "s-

• • ' . :lL,y the (Of. E) ' varsus E plots/lesser values for EQ compared to

'si 3)^ versus 3 plots (by 0.15 eV) . Unfortunately, both the plots f i t in

ea s i l y well with tbe experimental data. The Orbach tail parameter EQ is

'.". u/i dateniined from the plots of logtt versus E in the low energy range

(3 < SG) (figure 3). This optical absorption edge EQ has earlier been

explained in terns of an electric field broadening of an exciton (15) •

Attempts have also been made to understand the Urbach rule by utilizing a

configuration-coordinate model which iB essentially baaed on an anaJ.o?*v

between the electronic excitation of a molecule and optical absorption

in amorphous materials (8,13,14). It is to he noted here that .vt spite of

the universality of the Urbach rule, sometimeB the exponential ta i l to

the absorption curve has "been reported to he completely missing for some

forms of auorpboua germanium (20).

Cody e t . al,find that the variation of the width of ths Urbach ta i l Eq

with temperature and the gap Eg with T are sioilar except that the sign is

opposite, that is^dBo/dT) •£ (dEg/dT) (6). The change in Eo is about

Z~Vf> for a change in; temperature of 350°- In general, Cody e t . al .(2l) report

a linear variation of S. with Eo . The relation is given by,

- 6.2 Eo Cvi)

where EQ(O) is the isero disorder limit for the optical gap irtjual to 1.94 eV

for the a-SitHj. (x-0.09 to 0.19) films. In figure 4, we attempt to eitrapo-

late the results of Cody to our samples. As can be seen in the figure, Buch

4 linear variation of Eo with EG just does not seem to hold good. Of course,

this could be due. to various reasons. First of a l l , i t should be rioted that

the optical absorption neaauxements in amorphous semiconductors differ

notoriously^depen3ing on the method of preparation, conditions during

preparation and subsequent treatment (22). I t has generally been observed

itat the optical absorption and the photoconductivity spectra of a—Si films

prepared by CVD are similar to those of glow-discharge films(23-25)•

Sputter de^oaited and evaporated films exhibit properties similar to one

another. Sputter deposited films have "been the most studied ones and are

\snderstooi fairly well.

jv Epite of such gross similarities in sputter deposited and evaporated

-films, i t remains doubtful vbetl>pr one could just extrapolate the struc-

tural models proposed for sputter deposited films to vaouua deposited film*.

Thin is esptcialJy so vith respect to concept of voi&B. Films prepared a*
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low temperatures generally tend to have more voids explaining thereby a decreased
density but with an increased inflex of refraction n. Such a conclusion is in complete
accord with the studies reported by 3ahl et,al.(26) for films prepared by electron
beam evaporation. Bahl e t . a l . (26) find that with increase in deposition rate,
the index of refraction increases. Understandably, filcsa deposited at high rates
tend to have more voids (hence a decreased density).

The problems with glow-discharge or chsmica'ly deposited films assume a
different dimension altogether probably by virtue of the fact that here, the
deposition proceeds atom l>y atom resulting thereby In a less imperfect structure
(leBS disorder) or the influence of the defects may be compensated by certain active
impurities. Further, with decrease in temperature of deposition T-Q, the hydrogen
concentration in a-Si:H films increases. 'The question now is if one can at t r ib-
ute all such property-behaviour relationships to disorder (like Cody) and treat
disorder as the independent and the deciding parameter?

Broadly speaking, disorder can be classified into three types (27);
(i) topological disorder — due to the atoms being displaced In a non-periodic way

at the sajne time retaining the coordination as In the crystal resulting in new
structural features

(ii)o.uantitative disorder — which islways accompanies topological disorder and
results from fluctuations in bond lengths and deviations in bond angles with
respect to the regular tetrahedral value

(iii)extrinsic disorder — due to foreign impurities, defects etc .
In general, the f i rs t two types of disorder have been found to decrease with
increase in temperature Tn (measurement temperature). For glow-discharge deposited
films, i t is well known that the hydrogen eio-diffusion starts at temperatures of
T - 35O°C. This results in creation of dangling bonds (which were otherwisem
saturated j at Tffi < 350 C). Thus, the structural disorder (due to the creation of
dangling bonds) increases with increase in temperature at high temperatures
(T - 35O°C)vhile the thermal disorder ( i i i i) decreases with increase in T^.
Thus, at least at high T , disorder is controlled by the hydrogen in a-SiiH films.
Further, i t seess to ua that with suoh high concentrations of hydrogen, tha role of •
hydrogen in a-Si:H films prepared by glow-discharge is different from i t s role in
other kinds of f i lns. Thermodynanically, i t aeeme more logical to treat temperature
as the only independent parameter (T_ or T ) with-disorder and hydrogen concentration
being a function of temperature. This kind of approach may be able to explain many
of the problems associated with a-SitH filas produced by glow-discharge. In fig.5,
we plot E- and B as a function of the hydrogen concentration.

The above studies lead us to believe that the nodel of Cody may
have limited applicability. In fact a look at the results of Brodslqr (28)
doss not seem to indicate any kind of focussing of Inoi versus E plots at
E » 2.2 eV (see Cody (6) for details) . In fact, there does not Beem to be
any physical reason to accept this value of E at which od "C(t" 1.5x10 cm~
(E - H ) . The reBulta of Cody seems to indicate that annealing at
temperatures as. high SB 625°C has not significantly changed the general
behaviour of the sample (evidently accounting for the importance of disorder
rather than the hydrogen oontent). But, a l l these., results may be true for
sputter deposited films. As such, it BBOBS difficult to extrapolate these
results to glow-discharge deposited films.

As a last part of the present study, we present in figure 6 a plot of
index of refraction n versus the denBity ( • As can be seen in the figure,
as the index of refraction increases, the density also increases. Note
that thiB behaviour is just the opposite of vacuum deposited films . How-
ever, such a behaviour BSSHIB to be understandable in terms of decreased
hydrogen oontent with increase in deposition temperature. The denBitiea
have been evaluated theoretically elsewhere{29). Further, this behaviour
of-an increased refraotive index with increased density seems to be
easily understandable. After a l l , considering voids as absolutely transpa-
rent medium, with increasing deposition temperatures, one obtains films
with less voids, thus resulting in increased density and index of refraction.

Just in passing, we look at the definition of activation energy &E
(determined from electrical conductivity measurements) in terms of the
optical gap EQ. Generally, i t is accepted that J4E-(EG/2) (12). The results
of Hasegawa et . a l . (30) concerning the annealing temperature effeots on
S_ and flE do not seem to indicate any suoh relation. The problem oould be
with the very definition of iE. If one considera a conventional model wherein
the Fermi level is pinned to the centre (or middle) of the gap, then the
activation energy £E may be representative of energy levels corresponding to
states in the gap and the bottom of the conduction band (rather than the
Fermi level and the bottom of the conduction band),

CONCLUSION

An a t tempt has been made in the above study t o i d e n t i f y some problems

concerning the v a r i o u s p r o p e r t i e s of amorphous s i l i o o n . Let a lone the "~e

problem, t h e r e seem to be more s impler problems whioh need t o he tack led

with care. At times, it oould be very diffioult to separata ths effeoto of
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diBorder or hydrogen oontent on the properties of a-Si:H, p.t least for glow—
discharge deposited filns, t'ney seen to be more acceptable as alloys, detailed
work in this direction is now being taken up. But, as long a3 most of tha
parameters remain as fitting paTaroeterafdetermined from extrapolation procedures),
it Bight he very difficult to attribute any precise physical meaning to the
numbers. Until and unless both the electrical and optical peasureroents are made
in the same laboratory conditions, i t may he difficult to confirm the experimental
results. Such studies hardly exist in literature. Further, the role of voids
in different types of films is yet to he well understood.
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CAPTIONS

FIOTEE 1 :

FIGUiS

FIGUKBi

FIGUB.E

PIGU1B

FIGOSuL

versus Energy. Note that on every figure, the samples

a r e numbered in the fo l lowing manner; (1) and (2) a r e CTO samples

before ar.d a f t e r post-hycLro^enation r e s p e c t i v e l y . Samples ( 3 ) j ( 4 ) ,

( 5 ) , ( 6 ) and (7) a r e prepared t y g low- i i soh=rge a t temperatures of

350,260(doped) ,280(ur.doped) ,150 and 50 °C r e s p e c t i v e l y . Al l the

ma-a3urevents have beer, made a t room tempera ture (300 K).

2 1 (Ots)1/3

3 :
4 ••

5 :
6

400

versus Energy.

LogK. versus Energy.

E_,B0 versus tha hydrogen concentritioni.

Srj versus E - note the nonlinear variation.

Index of refraction n (referred to a3 n in the text) versus density

for different saisiplea. (see reference (29) 'or details oor.carnir.g

calculations.

Note : In figures 4 and 5, Circles and Squares represent values of E from

figures 1 cind 2 respeotivaly.

It may further be noted that 2

The triahgles represent E values,

and E- have the aace rr.eaning. 200h

- 9 - Fig.l
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